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Dear local resident,

It is an honour to serve you and the North East region in the 
Scottish Parliament, and I am delighted to provide you with 
an update on the issues that I have been working on since I 
was elected in May 2021.

This has been another eventful year in Scottish politics as we 
continue to navigate our way through the COVID-19 pandemic. 
The vaccination programme has been a huge success across 
the UK, allowing us much greater freedom than last winter. 
My thanks go out to all those involved in keeping us safe.

Since I was elected I have held the Scottish Government 
to account on a wide range of issues affecting the North 
East, from ambulance waiting times and face-to-face GP 
appointments to the dualling of the A96, road safety in our 
local communities, and the job security of energy sector 
workers.

I will continue to champion the interests of the North East in 
the Scottish Parliament, working with people, communities 
and businesses to ensure their voices are heard.

Please do not hesitate to get in touch.

Best wishes,

Tess White MSP

Member of the Scottish Parliament for  
North East Scotland Region

Tess White MSP
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These are some of the issues  
affecting the North East that I have 
raised in the Scottish Parliament:

•    Accessing face-to-face GP 
appointments

•    Ambulance waiting times

•    Mental health support in schools

•    Job security for energy sector 
workers

•    Women’s safety as incidents of 
drink spiking increase

•    Cyber security and the rising 
numbers of attacks

I am also a member of the Standards, 
Procedures and Public Appointments 
Committee and I am the Convener of 
the Cross Party Group on Credit Unions.



I am a keen supporter of 

charitable causes such as the 

Macmillan coffee morning. I 

also walked virtually from John 

O’Groats to Land’s End for SAMH, 

a cause close to my heart.

After listening to the concerns of 
residents, I have been working with 

Police Scotland to improve road safety 
near schools such as Marykirk Primary 
and have raised this vital issue in the 

Scottish Parliament. 

I was delighted to meet the Forfar Guide Dogs for the Blind team, who are training the next generation of four legged helpers. It was a privilege to represent the 

Scottish Parliament at the Remembrance 

Day Service in Gourdon, where I paid 

my respects to those who made the 

ultimate sacrifice. 

Storm Arwen had a devastating 

impact on the North East. While 

helping those affected during the 

aftermath, it became clear that 

lessons must be learned from the 

response. Urgent action is required to 

ensure the chaos is not repeated.

With 30 years’ experience 
working in the energy sector, I 

am well-placed to understand its 
importance to the economy and 

livelihoods in the North East.

I have talked to many local 

business owners in the North East 

to understand their concerns and 

experiences during the pandemic.

I have been a strong voice for North East jobs in the Scottish Parliament and will continue to fight for them.

It has been a privilege to visit so 

many farms in the North East over 

the past year to see first-hand 

the innovative work carried out. 

Farming is of critical importance to 

our region.


